
CONNECT. MANAGE. IMPROVE.

The Switch Platform empowers people to operate buildings better. 



“Managing the real estate and facilities 
lifecycle is second only to people as the 
largest expense item in enterprises today, 
and the cumulative annual spend is over 
one trillion dollars globally. For over 20 
years, the software to serve this market 
has been a collection of fragmented point 
solutions.” 
      
            —Iris Dorbian, The PE Hub Network 

https://www.pehub.com/2016/09/genstar-backed-accruent-buys-verisae/


Scattered data. Overwhelming 
variety of systems and hardware. 
Time-consuming to aggregate data. 
No real-time insight. Pressure to ‘go 
green.’ Zero vendor accountability. 
Varied user roles and access. 
Scalability challenges. No single 
source of the truth. Multiple 
enterprise priorities. Increasing 
pressure. Shrinking budget.

Landscape
Real estate and facility management professionals rely on siloed solutions to manage one 
of the most expensive aspects of their business. When you have large portfolios — 
hundreds and thousands of buildings — implementing an enterprise operations platform is 
slow and expensive. Other solutions tackle building-by-building implementations with 
custom configurations and costly front-end investments, just to launch the path to value.

20%     5%

There is a better way to holistically integrate and manage your portfolio, 
without a rip-and-replace strategy.

Commercial Buildings are responsible for 

of U.S GDPof World’s Energy Use



What we offer
Switch Automation is a cloud-hosted smart building platform that connects data from your buildings’ systems, subsystems, devices and 
sensors into one holistic portfolio management system. This gives you the power to analyze performance; identify faults; and automate 
and control your portfolio to ultimately drive down energy and operating expenses, while improving the occupant experience.

Portfolio & Site 
Management
Connect your portfolio to make 
strategic operations decisions.

Vendor & Supplier 
Management
Monitor and analyze vendor 
performance. 

Occupant Satisfaction
Proactively meet tenant and 
occupant expectations. 

Proactive Maintenance
Use data to effectively diagnose and 
manage equipment, vendors and 
peak demand. 

Energy & Sustainability 
Management
Actively manage your energy 
consumption. 

Automation & Controls
React in real-time, from 
anywhere. 

Measurement & 
Verification 
Meet your KPIs and prove your ROI. 

Security
Use real-time data to keep your 
patrons and business safe and secure. 

Powerful Data Insight
Analyze huge amounts of data using 
advanced techniques.  

Brand Reputation
Present a smart, socially responsible, 
highly strategic organization. 

Engineering Services
Leverage retrocommissioning 
experts to overhaul your 
buildings and operations.

Real Estate Needs
Understand precisely how much 
property you need to be efficient. 



The Switch Platform

Integration
Connect real-time data from any interoperable device 

using our Enterprise IoT Gateway or
collect historical data from any open-API source.  

Analysis
Use advanced fault detection and multi-conditional 

alerts to monitor portfolio performance
down to the building, equipment or sensor level.   

Configuration
Tag the data and organize the live data points to 

understand your data’s implications against
weather, occupancy and other KPIs, like production. 

Innovation
Future-proof your portfolio management strategy to 

adapt to the technology needs of tomorrow, help your 
buildings operate at their best and save resources. 



8,000
buildings utilize the Switch Platform. 

Switch customers include the world’s leading banks, technology 
companies, REITs, universities, telcos and retail stores.



Why Switch ?
Alternative approaches to holistic portfolio management involve piecing together 
fragmented systems or stacking single-capability technologies. Switch Automation is a 
comprehensive, enterprise solution.

One single source of the truth. Empower all members of your team with varied access 
to view, analyze and manage consistent data. Use advanced, user-configurable 
fault detection and smart alerts to expose and triage expensive problems. 
Leverage cloud-based central control and command to improve proactive, remote 
maintenance and automation.

Real-time: Understand how your portfolio is performing in real-time to arm your 
enterprise with consistent business intelligence.

Enterprise IT Approach: Utilize cloud-based, hardware-agnostic technology to 
future-proof your portfolio and team.

Team: Leverage a team of smart building experts, mechanical and energy engineers 
to optimize your program.

One simple interface for >> Preventative maintenance. Occupant satisfaction. Peak demand. Remote automation.

Understand your data >> People counting. Energy. Water. Waste. Weather. Electricity.

Guarantee >> Permanent data ownership. Priced for scale. Built and secured for the enterprise.

Leverage experts for >> Planning. Implementation. Technology. Engineering. Monitoring-based commissioning. 



Actualize ROI. 
Reduce TCO. 
Improve User 
Experience. 
Increase capital 
efficiency.

Our smart building platform helps people save valuable 
time, money and resources.

Ready to transform your portfolio into an IoT-inspired building management program? 
Email our team at contact@switchautomation.com

mailto:contact%40switchautomation.com%20?subject=

